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A World Without Cash 
Preview this document and note the main topics and ideas. Use these activity pages to take notes 
and record ideas as you learn. Be sure to save the document with a logical file name in your 
personal workspace so you can refer back to it later. 

Research Your Payment App 
Every payment app allows users to track their spending, but it isn’t always easy. Conduct research to 
determine how well your selected payment app allows you to track your spending. 

 Choose an app you already use or an app you might want to use someday. 

 Explore the app itself or read articles and watch videos about it online. 

 Use the chart to capture your notes. 

RESEARCH NOTES 
Payment App: Answer 

In this payment app, how can 
you… Notes 

Track the amount of money you 
spend and the amount you 
receive?  

 

Determine how much money you 
have available to spend? 

 

Keep your money safe from 
hackers or scammers? 

 

 

RESEARCH SUMMARY 
How does your app track your money? Does it provide you with all the information you need, or just 
some? Answer the questions. 

1. Are all the payments you’ve made shown on your app? If not, how can you go back to see 
how much you’ve spent?  
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Answer 

2. Does your app tell you whether you have more money available to spend? If not, how can 
you determine whether you’re running short of money to spend? 

Answer 

3. How does your app help you to protect your money from hackers or scammers? Does it 
seem to you that your money is really safe? 

Answer 

REFLECT 
Apps are a convenient way to spend money, but they can also lead to poor money management, 
overspending, and security issues. Remember that many apps tap into your bank account when you 
pay for things like lunch, clothing, or entertainment. That means that checking your transactions may 
not be enough to help you manage your money. You may also need to keep a close eye on your 
bank account. 

Answer the questions. 

1. What is one thing you have learned about managing money with payment apps that you 
didn’t know before? 

Answer 

2. What is one way in which you will use (or could use) your payment app to better manage 
your spending? 

Answer 

3. What is one type of security issue that your app CAN address, and one type of security issue 
that your app CAN’T address? 

Answer 
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